A theoretical study of four gallium monohalides molecules (GaF, GaCl, GaBr and GaI) of ground state 1 ∑ + by using computer model is presented to study the energy characteristics of vibrational-rotational levels as a function of the vibrational and rotational quantum number , respectively. The calculations has been performed to examine the vibrational-rotational characteristics of some gallium halides molecules. These calculations appeared that all energies (G v , E v,J , and F v,J ) increase with increasing vibrational and rotational quantum number and by increasing the vibrational quantum number, and by increasing the vibrational quantum number, the vibrational constant will decrease. Also theoretical study of spectra of these molecules for ground state 1 ∑ + has been carried out. The values of spectral lines R(J) and P(J) were calculated and the relationship between the spectral lines and the rotational quantum number was established. The results appeared the spectra line values R(J) increases when the values of rotational quantum number decrease but the spectra line values P(J) decrease when the values of rotational quantum number increase, also the spectra line values P(J) decrease when the values of (m) increase, while the values of R(J) increase at first, then decrease showing Fortrar parabola.
INTRODUCTION
The gallium monohalides play an important role as intermediates in the production of new high frequency and opto-electronic semiconductor devises [1] . Spectroscopic investigations on the diatomic halides of gallium have been the subject of much interest for a long time [2, 3] . The general behavior of the spectrum of gallium monohalides is very similar to the one described for indium monohalides [4] . The ground state of all gallium monohalides is of the 1 ∑ + similar to other diatomic molecules formed by IIIA group elements (e.g., B, Al, Ga, and In) with halogens (e.g., F, Cl, Br, and I).
In 1933, Partrikaln and Hochberg [2] first observed the electronic spectrum of the GaCl radical. Miescher and Wehrli [5] recorded the electronic band spectrum of GaCl, GaBr, and GaI in both emission and absorption. Grabandt et al. [6] investigated the photoelectron spectra of gallium monohalide molecules. First measurements of pure rotational transitions of gallium monohalides GaCl, GaBr, and GaI were done by Barrett and Mendel [7] .
Recently ab initio based MRDCI calculations on GaI molecule reported by Dutta et al. [8] . Further microwave spectral studies on the gallium monohalides have been carried out by a number of researchers and most recently, Lenthe et al. [9] performed DFT calculations to evaluate nuclear quadrupole coupling constants of a number of metal halide molecules, including the GaX molecules and most recently ab initio study of the ground state of GaCl reported by Yanget al.
[10] also reveal that the ground states of GaI and GaCl are 1 ∑ + type.
THEORY
Theory of any vibrational -rotational state expressed in its wave number equivalent and measured in cm-1 units, can be written to a good approximation as [11] :
Where v: the vibrational quantum number equal 0,1,2,3…etc., J: the rotational quantum number equal 0,1,2,3,…etc., B v : rotational constant for vibrational state v, D v : the centrifugal distortion constant for vibrational state v, G v : the vibration energy The rotational energy is given by the following expression:
Where: B e : the equilibrium rotational constant, the vibrational-rotational coupling constant, the fundamental vibrational constant, the first anharmonic correction constant. By satisfying the selection rules of vibrational quantum number ( ) and rotational quantum number ( , we have an allowed vibration-rotation absorption transition in diatomic will all electrons spin-paired. Those transition with ( are said to be members of the '' P branch'' and those with ( rome the '' R branch''. The spectra lines were calculated using of the following equations [12] :
The Fortrat parabola curve could be found from the relation among R(J), P(J) and m using the following equation [13, 14] : ( )m+( ) (7) Where m=J+1 for R(J) and m=-J for P(J).
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION
In the present work, the calculations of the vibrational and rotational energy as a function of vibrational and rotational quantum number , respectively for gallium monohalides molecules (GaF, GaCl, GaBr and GaI) are presented by using computer model and by depended on spectroscopic constants for ground state χ 1 ∑ + for these molecules as shown in table (1). It is seen that B v decreases with increasing v for all molecules and particularly at high values of v for GaF. The values for GaCl,GaBr and GaI appear closet values that due to the small difference between the equilibrium rotational constant of these molecules.
The calculations of the vibrational energy of all molecules are made by using equation (3) and the results of calculation are shown in table (3) and figure (2) . It can be seen that this factor varies linearly with the vibrational quantum number and the highest value is determined for GaF molecule , that is due to the fact the constants of the GaF molecule are several orders of magnitude larger than that for the other molecules (GaCl, GaBr and GaI)
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Volume 50 It is quite important to know the rotational energy levels F v,J in order to predict the population of each vibrational-rotational level. Since the distribution of these level depends on the fraction of energy transferred to the vibrational degree of freedom of a molecule , which is a reaction product. By using the values of B v to calculate the rotational energy (equation 4) as a function of the rotational quantum number at various values of vibrational quantum number (v). the results of the rotational energy at vibrational states are presented in figures( 3,4,5,6and 7) and tables (4,5,6,7 and 8). From results above it is seen that the rotational energy increases with the rotational quantum number at vibrational states for all galliumes halides molecules and the highest value is determined for GaF at vibrational state v=3 as would be expected, and the lowest value is determined for GaI at vibrational state v= 4. Also the values for GaCl, GaBr and GaI appear closet values that due to the small difference between the equilibrium rotational constant of these molecules, but values of GaF are far from values of other molecules by a small magnitudes that due to the difference in B e for GaF with other molecules is larger than the difference in B e between (GaCl, GaBr and GaI) molecules. Also table (9) and figure (8) show the variation of the total energy which is called the vibrationalrotational energy at vibrational state v=0 as a function of rotational quantum number . it can be shown that the variation is as in figure ( 2) which means that the vibrational energy has predominate values in comparison with the rotational energy, all previous results are converge from other researchers values [17, 18, 19] . After that the spectra lines R(J) and P(J) values have been calculated for gallium halides molecules (GaF, GaCl, GaBr, and GaI) and (1-0) band by using equations (5 and 6), and by depended on spectroscopic constants in table (1). It appears from tables (10,11,12 and 13) and figures (9,10,11 and 12) , that the spectral lines values R(J) and P(J) are influenced by difference between B v' and B v'' . the spectral lines values R(J) increase with the increasing of J, whereas the spectra lines values P(J) decrease with the increasing of J. In addition note that the spectra line Q(J) was missing because in the ∑ transition of the electronic angular moment Ʌ=0.
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Volume 50 International Letters of Chemistry, Physics and Astronomy Vol. 50 105 Table 11 . Spectra lines P(J) and R(J) in cm -1 for(1-0) band of GaCl molecule International Letters of Chemistry, Physics and Astronomy Vol. 50 107 Equation (7) has been used to calculating Fortrat parabola and the results appear in tables (14,15,16 and 17) and figures (13,14,15 and 16) . It appears that the spectra lines values R(J) at m=J+1 increase at first, then decrease because the third term in right side of equation (7) becomes larger than the second one, therefore , we find that R(J) values deviate, forming Fortrat parabola and extreme curving representing the band hea towards red region. As regards the spectra lines values P(J) at m= -J , they decrease when increasing m values. 
CONCLUSIONS
The main conclusion from this work that there is a small variation in the G v , E v,J , and F v,J for gallium monohalides molecules for different values of v as it can be shown in all figures and the variation approximately in the same manners for all molecules except GaF molecule which has values far rather than other molecules, that due to rotational constant B v for this molecule. All International Letters of Chemistry, Physics and Astronomy Vol. 50 111 energies increase with increasing vibrational and rotational quantum number and by increasing the vibrational quantum number, the vibrational constant will decrease. The spectra line values R(J) increases when the values of rotational quantum number decrease but the spectra line values P(J) decrease when the values of rotational quantum number increase. Also the spectra line values P(J) were decrease when the values of (m) increase, while the values of R(J) increase at first, then decrease showing Fortrar parabola.
